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MY APPROACH

Your wedding day is one of the most
 special days of your life, giving you moments 

and memories to treasure forever...

There is something about taking that specific 
photo of someone’s special day that just feels so
magical, and when you’re looking back through 
the photo althe photo album years down the line, I hope that
my images can bring a big smile to your face 

as you recollect your wedding day with great fondness.

When it comes to capturing your big day on camera, 
I take a relaxed yet professional approach to

perfectly capture every aspect of your special day, 
combining romantic and natural images with

aartistic and posed shots.

I love natural photographs, yet I consider some of the 
posed shots I have done to be incredibly honest, 

with the joy of a wedding shining through in these images 
and accurately reflecting the emotions of the occasion.

I’ll be on hand to capture every stage of the wedding, 
including the bridal preparation, ceremony
 and spee and speeches, showing attention to detail 

whilst allowing your special occasion to take centre stage.

Wedding photography comes with great responsibility, 
but I feel truly honoured to be involved in one of the 
most important occasions in a couple’s life, and 
privileged to have the opportunity to make a career 

out of my passion.





PRICING
I offer 4 different wedding collections as every 
wedding is different and each couple has a
different requirement for their wedding...

Banded King Shoemaker: £1,295* 
All Day Coverage (8 hours) Bridal Prep to First Dance 
with All High Resolution Photographs on a Bespoke USB 

(All edited in colour, B&W and print ready) 
with upto fifty 6”x4” professional prints 

(chosen by me or yourself).

PuPurple Emperior: £1,595* 
Purple Emperior same as Banded King Shoemaker 

but it has 2 photographers instead of 1 photohraphger 

Second Shooter Cowned Hairsteak: £1,895* 
All Day Coverage (8 hours) Bridal Prep to First Dance 

with 2 photographers, All High Resolution Photographs on a 
Bespoke USB (All edited in colour, B&W and Vintagy Style 

and print ready) with one 12"x8" framed prints, 
four 12"x8" and twelve 9"x6" professional prints 

and a 30-pand a 30-page 8”x8” Photobook.

Purple-Spotted Shallowtail: £2,395* 
All Day Coverage (8 hours) Bridal Prep to First Dance 
with 2 photographers, All High Resolution Photographs 
on a Bespoke USB (All edited in colour, B&W and 

Vintagy Style and print ready) with three 12"x8" and 
twelve 9"x6" professional prints. 

A 30cmx20cm Graphistudio hand-made in ItaA 30cmx20cm Graphistudio hand-made in Italy 
and gaurenteed for life 30-page wedding album 
with HD Canon Print paper, lux lining and 
choice of cover options to choice from.

*All collections included travel within 40 miles of Midhurst 
(Contact me for a quote if further away )





BOOKING

If you would like to book your wedding 
photography with me, the process couldn’t be easier. 
Simply send me an email or give me a call to get the 

conversation started,  and I can provide a quote tailored 
to your wedding and your requirements.

At whichever stage you decide that you would like 
to book me to book me for your wedding, I require a signed contract 
and a 30% booking fee of the collection total you’d 
lik to book you in for on your wedding date.

I would love to meet you to find out more about 
your story and to understand more about exactly what you 
would like from the photographs of your special day.

I look forward to hearing from you...




